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Determinants of health and utilization in Catalonia (Spain) 

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

What makes people healthy or unhealthy? How do inequities in health emerge, and how 

are they perpetuated? To what extent does health status explain utilization of services? 

These issues, which have guided research into inequalities in health for decades, have 

been tested widely, both methodologically and empirically. Dahlgren and Whitehead 

(1991), Wagstaff et al. (1991), Van Doorslaer et al (1993), Evans et al (1994), Macinko 

and Starfield (2002) are good references for the description of the general determinants 

of health and the measurement of inequalities. The most recent literature has made 

significant improvements on previous methodological approaches to the measurement 

of inequalities by introducing new econometric techniques (Van Doorslaer and Jones, 

2003; Winkelmann, 2003b, Wagstaff et al 2003 and Contoyannis et al, 2004, among 

others). 

 

The main objective of this paper is to explore in detail the role played by a set of 

selected variables in explaining differences in health as well as in the utilization of 

health services in Catalonia, a Spanish region which enjoys a high degree of devolution 

in health care policy. We believe this is the appropriate geographical boundary of our 

analysis, since most health policies are defined, implemented and evaluated at this 

regional level. In addition, Catalonia presents on of the highest rates of duplicate 

coverage (private and public insurance) in Spain, for which, it becomes an interesting 

place to observe the effects arisen when private and public utilization of health care 

services coexist. Hence, we will also focus on explaining differentials in the use of the 

health care services when duplicate coverage is present. 

 

The most recent research into inequalities in health and health care in Catalonia point to 

the persistence of relevant inequalities across social classes, income levels, occupation 

and employment status, and gender (Benach 1995, Vera-Hernández 1999, Borrell et al 

2000, Fernández et al. 1999, Borrell et al. 2001, Borrell et al. 2004, Artazcoz et al. 

2004). Empirically, the methods used to measure inequalities in these studies include 

multiple logistic regressions, illness concentration curves and coefficients, and 
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descriptive techniques. Our analysis builds on some of these methods and introduces a 

number of solutions in order to overcome econometric problems. 

 

In brief, the present paper makes a few relevant contributions to the literature on health 

and health care inequalities in Catalonia. First, we use a wide set of independent 

variables and determinants of health which seem well suited to explaining differences in 

self-reported health status in the population. Among these, we include labour 

characteristics, individual lifestyles characteristics and educational attainment levels. It 

is of special interest the inclusion of labour satisfaction perception as a determinant of 

the individual health status. Since personality characteristics are the best predictors of 

satisfaction levels, its inclusion allows us to capture the effects on health perception 

arisen by individual optimism/pessimism. We, consequently, avoid the bias caused by 

the absence of personality as an explanatory variable of the health perception. Second, 

we link self-reported health status indexes to the utilization of services, accounting for 

additional explanatory variables. We therefore adjust for need (self perceived health 

status and restricted activity days) when looking into inequalities in the use of health 

care services. At this stage we minimised bias effects caused by: (i) attrition of non 

response to some lifestyle characteristics (which is very relevant for cross-sectional 

data), and (ii) the possible presence of endogeneity among health status and the 

explanatory variables. In respect to the latter, we use suitable econometric techniques in 

the presence of endogeneity, including Poisson-Full Information Maximum Likelihood 

methods. Finally, we examine whether the significance of explanatory variables of 

health care utilization vary when taking into account the distribution of the number of 

visits. To this aim, we use standard quantile regressions, following Machado and 

Santos-Silva’s (2005) proposal. Hence, we are able to capture whether the determinants 

of the number of visits are affecting in an increasing way. 

 

The paper is structured as follows. The next section describes the survey characteristics, 

the main variables considered, and the econometric model. Section three shows the 

main findings of the study. The final section summarizes the main results and 

conclusions. 

 

 

2. The data and the econometric strategy 
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The data set used in this study is the Catalan Health Interview Survey conducted in 

2002,  a cross-sectional survey of a representative sample of the population of Catalonia 

that provides information on socio-economic characteristics, lifestyles, health indicators 

and use of services for 7,875 respondents. Tables 1 and 2 report the summary statistics 

for explanatory and instrumental variables respectively. We also include the summary 

reports for all variables being estimated. Table 1 shows respondents’ answers on their 

health status, providing an average value of 3.17 (2.11 when the answers are divided 

into three categories). Likewise, table 2 indicates that 18.7% of the respondents visited a 

doctor in the two weeks before the interview. Both tables report the average number of 

visits to the doctor as well as the average number of days that respondents’ main 

activity was restricted as a result of a health problem (RADd and RAD_n for the 

counts). The choice of these endogenous variables will condition the applied 

econometric technique. 

 

INSERT TABLES 1 & 2 HERE 

 

Our approach involves linking the potential demand (need) with the real utilization of 

the health services and identifying the determinants of both health status and use. To 

overcome the endogeneity problem we use our health predictions as an additional 

exogenous variable to explain visits to the doctor. According to Windmeijer and Santos-

Silva (1997), the measurement error of self-reported health indexes is correlated with 

the number of visits to the doctor, as people who have visited a doctor recently may 

underreport their general health. We test this endogeneity problem comparing 

instrumental variable estimation (using our health-status predictions) with the 

estimation where we consider self-reported health status. The Hausman test confirms 

the presence of an endogeneity bias (χ2=59.81). Therefore, we use a simultaneous 

equation solution (a two-stage estimation procedure). Our proposal starts by estimating 

the following expression: 

 

ii uxyfv
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where vi, i = 1, …, N, denote the number of visits, yi is the health status variable, xi is 

the k-vector of explanatory variables, α and β are the k-vectors of unknown parameters 

and ui represents the random error term independently distributed. The function f will 

shift in its choice according to whether the event of a visit (dichotomous variable) or the 

number of visits is selected. 

 

We estimate the health variable using respondents’ answers to a question concerning 

their health status divided into five categories. We initially considered an ordered logit 

(a latent variable model) using all categories. Finally, we grouped responses into three 

categories – very good, good and regular-bad – so as to obtain enough sizes for the sub-

samples considered (HS). Though we may have lost some detailed information, the 

amount of data at our disposal will be greater than if we use a dichotomy representing 

health status. The underlying latent health status variable is expressed as follows: 

 

ii i
zy εδ += '*  (2)

 

where yi, i = 1, …, N, denote the dependent ordered variable, zi is the k-vector of 

instrumental explanatory variables, δ is a k-vector of unknown parameters and εi 

represents the random error term independently distributed. The response categories 

observed are tied to the latent variable by the measurement model: 
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where τi are the two cut-off points leading to three levels of y. Then, probabilities of an 

observed outcome are obtained for a given value of x through the area under the curve 

between a pair of cut-points. For example, the probability of observing y = j for given 

values of the xs leads to the standard formula for the predicted probability in the ordered 

regression model, where F is the cumulative distribution function for ε. 
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Before estimating the three-ordered logit regression results we test an important 

assumption for the ordered logistic regressions. We check a Wald test proposed by 

Brant (1990) for detecting the presence of slope coefficients identical across each 

regression. Our estimations show that the proportional odds assumption is violated (the 

largest violations being related to individual education attainment levels). So, the 

solution is to fit a generalized ordered logit model. But since we want to obtain 

predictions for potential health status, we follow Long and Freese (2003)’s proposal of 

testing the better characteristics of the predicted probabilities. The authors state that we 

should compare the predictions obtained from an ordered logit model with those given 

by a multinomial logit one. Our ordered logit estimations confirm that the predicted 

probabilities for our middle category end abruptly. So, a multinomial model is the 

preferred option. Finally, we test a semi-nonparametric estimation proposed by Stewart 

(2004) since restrictions can arise either from the error distribution or from the 

systematic part of model. The results from the likelihood ratio test of an ordered probit 

model against a semi-nonparametric extended model show that this second kind of 

estimation is not useful. As a result, we use a multinomial logit model in order to 

explain health inequalities. Then, we run a Wald test in order to combine some outcome 

categories. The test result indicates that we must consider all categories as separate 

health degrees. 

 

However, we also wonder about the presence of an endogeneity problem derived from a 

few of our exogenous variables: labour satisfaction and life-style characteristics. For 

this purpose, we test its presence following Hausman (1978)’s simple proposal about 

including the residuals from the reduced from regression of possible endogenous 

variables on their instruments ( υρ ˆK ). The considered instruments are as follows: 

educational attainment levels, gender and worse labour characteristics (unemployed 

head of the family and emphasis on labour). If we do not reject H0: ρK = 0, endogeneity 

is not a concern for our analysis. The latter applies either to labour dissatisfaction or to 

reports for alcohol consumption, smoking habits and being on a diet (results are 

available upon request). Likewise, our results are consistent since we attempt to 

minimize the unobserved factors in the error term. 
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Then, another worry arises. Lifestyle conditions can be either misreported or no 

attended when responding. The first is not applying in our empirical approach since we 

have tested the endogeneity problem. However, misreport is an issue since 1,565 

individuals do not report their lifestyle conditions. For this reason, we impute missing 

values by means of our sample information. Our results show that attrition causes 

biased estimations in a different degree. The most affected variables are: disability and 

being hospitalized, age and lowest educational level. Likewise, it is especially relevant 

that smoking, drinking and sleeping show higher significance and impact than when 

attrition is not considered. Notwithstanding, since we use predictions obtained from the 

multinomial model because of the endogeneity problem, it is strongly relevant to 

achieve unbiased results in order to explain the number of visits. 

 

At this point, we analyse the utilization of services in Catalonia. We consider both visits 

to the doctor in the two weeks previous to interview and the number of visits (Visits_n). 

These counts are more relevant than the counts of RAD_n mentioned above. Here we 

will focus on a misspecification that health studies potentially suffer. We include some 

control variables that are potential binary regressors endogenously determined in the 

estimation of healthcare utilization or in the health of an individual. Duplicate coverage 

(public and private insurance) suffers from endogeneity (see Vera-Hernández, 1999 for 

a good interpretation of the phenomenon). Then, regressors are determined 

simultaneously and hence endogenous. The standard solutions are outlined in Mullahy 

(1997) and Windmeijer and Santos-Silva (1997) where consistent estimates are 

achieved using GMM techniques. The econometric debate between two-part 

econometric models and latent class models advises the use of the latter (Santos-Silva 

and Windmeijer, 2001; Deb and Trivedi, 2002, and Jiménez-Martín et al, 2002). Thus, 

some instrumental variables are considered for individuals who opt for an additional 

private health insurance. A probit model with instrumental variables (IV) will provide 

consistent estimations. Regarding the number of visits, we consider alternative 

techniques that are more efficient than GMM procedures. After testing if the count 

variable followed a Poisson distribution, we implement Poisson-Full Information 

Maximum Likelihood (P-FIML), as proposed by Terza (1998). From this, consistency is 

achieved. P-FIML also allows for overdispersion. The Polynomial P-FMIL (PP-FIML) 

proposed by Romeu and Vera-Hernández (2005) would be necessary under 

misspecification in the P-FIML. 
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We include our predictions about health status degree in the regression explaining the 

utilization of the health services. The range of the linear predictions (z’δ) from the 

equation 2 must be re-scaled into the [0, 1] interval. To do this we have a range of 

possibilities. Windmeijer and Santos-Silva (1997) constructed a binary variable where 

negative predictions were considered 0 whereas positive and null predictions were dealt 

as unitary values. We also follow one of Van Doorslaer and Jones’ (2003) proposals. 

From their list, we choose re-scaling each prediction so as to compute its difference 

with regard to the minimum value. This difference is then normalized with the range of 

the predictions. Thus, the final variable will denote the individual’s probability of being 

in poor health. The predictions of the health status are computed for the results derived 

from the multinomial estimation, where further information is considered. 

 

 

3. Empirical evidence 

 

3.1. Inequalities in health. 

 

Table 3 shows the results for the overall health status variables considered (robust 

estimations). The multinomial logit regression results are displayed in the first two 

columns. The results take the third category (good health status) as reference. Our 

estimations do not vary significantly when the sample is restricted to individuals over 

16 years old. We emphasize on the results for the lower health category (poor health 

status – PHS). As expected, those who have been hospitalized or those who report 

disability enjoy poorer health status. As regards geographical location, we found that 

health is not equally distributed in the territory. Individuals living in Tarragona and 

Tortosa health regions show better health levels than in the city of Barcelona. Only 

people living in North-Barcelona/Maresme region report poorer health status than those 

living in Barcelona. Immigrants (individuals who arrived in Catalonia during the 

sixties) report poorer health status than those born in Catalonia.  

 

INSERT TABLE 3 HERE 
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The age variable (including its non-linearity) is also significant. Ageing implies a lower 

health status. In addition, females enjoy poorer health than men. We also examined how 

labour and workplace dimensions influence health status. Both are important 

determinants of health which have been poorly explored in the literature on health 

inequalities in Catalonia. It is argued there are important benefits derived from good 

working conditions (Siegrist, 1996 and Faragher et al, 2005; among others). In this 

respect, it comes as no surprise that sickness leave is related to poor health. Further, not 

suffering from stress, no-firing labour risks, being employed, not reporting potential 

accidents at the workplace, and being satisfied with the job are all variables associated 

with better health status. In particular, not being satisfied with the job (also conditioned 

by personality characteristics) and reporting potential accidents are two of the most 

relevant variables associated to poorer health.  In contrast, people working over 40 

hours a week tend to report better health. 

 

Educational attainment levels are closely related to health status, too. Individuals in the 

upper education level report better health, and health status increases as educational 

levels increase. This highlights the presence of a socio-economic gradient in the way 

health is distributed in the Catalan population. Since income was not a variable included 

in the interview survey we used education as the main socioeconomic variable. At the 

same time, the variable will indicate the presence of what have been called the non-

monetary benefits from education (see Behrman and Stacey, 1997 and Grossman, 1972; 

for an assessment of the non-monetary benefits on health and Escardíbul, 2005; for an 

empirical approach to the Spanish case). Again, a clear socioeconomic gradient appears 

in Table 3, indicating that people with higher education levels enjoy better health. 

Indeed the lower the education level the poorer the health status, regardless of the model 

used. 

 

Finally, we explored the effects of lifestyles on self-perceived health status. As we 

expected, individuals who exercise (light physical activity), those who do not get much 

sleep, smokers and individuals on a diet all report lower health status. As regards 

drinking, the coefficient could be interpreted as unexpected. However, we understand 

that in the Spanish culture the fact of consuming moderate doses of alcohol is not 

considered as a bad social habit, rather the contrary. A tabulation of drinking interacting 

with health status degree shows distributing frequencies randomly. Finally we studied 
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how preventive measures are associated with health status, and found that people who 

have been vaccinated show poorer health. 

 

The use of Restricted Activity Days (RAD) instead of self-reported health status offers a 

complementary view of how need is distributed in the population. In this case the latent 

variable is a dichotomy variable (y* in equation 2). Column four in Table 3 shows the 

main results for a new logit regression in which RAD is used as the endogenous 

variable. Although the overall picture remains largely the same, some results are worth 

reporting since they change significantly: geographical location (this time no regions 

enjoy better health than the Barcelona region), immigrated people do not report lower 

health status, retired individuals show higher restrictions on activity days, drinking 

becomes non significant, and ageing changes in sign and size, although the correction of 

the squared variable is stronger than previous estimations. 

 

We then explored in greater detail whether the number of RADs presented a different 

picture. A count variable was used as endogenous variable in the model. Count models 

are extensively used in models of healthcare utilization (Winkelmann, 2003a and 

Cameron and Trivedi, 1998). Research has mainly focused on the optimal selection of 

count regression methodology, and authors usually compare the efficiency achieved by 

means of Poisson to Negative binomial and other count regression models based on 

unobserved heterogeneity for the Poisson regression model. In addition, econometric 

solutions have been reported for models where there is an excess of zeros. Our 

estimation results rule out the possibility of applying a Poisson regression. The Vuong 

test recommends the use of zero-inflated negative binomial regression. The results for 

the count data regression are available upon request. These results do not differ from 

those derived from a non-count model, although the number of significant variables is 

reduced. 

 

In brief, our results are consistent with those coming from similar studies in Catalonia, 

particularly when referring to age, gender and lifestyles as determinants of health. 

Differently, labour variables have been hardly explored as determinants of health in 

Catalonia. Our findings bring in new evidence to the study of inequalities in the region. 

Finally, we confirm the presence of a socio-economic gradient in how health (self-

perceived health status and RADs) is distributed among the Catalan population. 
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3.2. Inequalities in the use of health services. 

 

Table 4 shows which variables in the model are associated to use of health services and 

visits to a doctor, using predictions for health status derived from both the binary 

variable (WSS) and the re-scaled computation (vDJ). Regarding the instrumental 

variables for duplicate coverage we tested for the presence of overidentifying 

restrictions. The instruments used are educational variables and fully-equipped houses. 

 

INSERT TABLE 4 HERE 

 

Both visits and the number of visits are positively related to duplicate coverage and to 

poor health status predictions. The coefficients vary according to the proxy for health 

status selected. Our results confirm previous findings in Vera-Hernández (1999) 

regarding the existence of a double effect of duplicate coverage in Catalonia, namely (i) 

a risk reduction individual purpose, which in turn is related to an individual’s 

educational level; and (ii) an undesirable effect caused by moral hazard. Both effects 

increase health care use. 

 

As stated, the results are sensitive to the health status variable included in the model 

(self-perceived health status vs. RADs), though the differences are small. Duplicate 

coverage, poor health status predictions and pregnancy are all significant variables 

associated to greater health care use. This remains unchanged in all columns in table 4. 

In our opinion, the predictions are rather more informative when we consider 

differences in the degree of the health status by respondents (vDJ estimations). 

Assuming the same degree of illness by means of a binary variable causes a substantial 

loss of information. 

 

We also considered the geographical location of respondents. We thought the dummies 

would indicate both the deficiencies of the health care system and the lower 

accessibility to services. Utilization of health services is lower in Lleida health region 

(probably due to lower population density) than in the city of Barcelona (our reference 

category). 
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As expected, pregnancy is associated with a greater use of services. In addition, people 

satisfied with coverage visit the doctor more than those dissatisfied. Regarding labour 

characteristics, we found a lower use among employers than among wage earners. 

Further, people who stop for lunch and work into the late afternoon report a lower use 

of health services, probably due to supply factors, that is opening hours among health 

services. 

 

People who regularly check-up (termed “precautionary”) and individuals in large 

households report greater utilization of services. Although people who self-medicate do 

not make significantly greater use of services, people who regularly obtain advice from 

the local chemist are greater users of the health care system. 

 

Finally, we estimated the number of visits for the same explanatory variables. Due to 

the existence of an endogeneity problem, we applied a P-FIML technique. Previously, 

we confirmed that the counts for the visits follow a Poisson distribution. The results are 

displayed in columns 3 and 4 in Table 4. Duplicate coverage was instrumented by the 

same factors as those used in our IV probit. Overall, our results do not vary much. The 

main differences relate to geographical location. Now, population in the Centre health 

region and N-Bcn/Maresme use health services less often than people living in 

Barcelona city. The latter, in our opinion, could be related to individuals in these 

regions close to Barcelona city working in Barcelona. Thus, their use of health services 

in their region is limited by personal time. In addition, the higher the family size the 

greater number of visits. A final point to note is the higher elasticities for some of the 

control variables, mainly for being pregnant, duplicate coverage, poor health status 

degree, and household size. 

 

In brief, once adjusted for need (self-perceived health status or RADs) inequalities in 

the use of health services remain. The presence of variables such as duplicate coverage, 

pregnancy, pharmaceutical consultation, geographical location, and household size is 

associated to greater use of services. 

 

 

3.3. Examining parts of the distribution of visits: quantiles for counts 
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At this point, we wonder whether the determinants of utilization of health services vary 

within the distribution of the counts of visits: that is, whether the selected variables are 

equally significant in explaining low, moderate, and heavy use of services. To explore 

this we make use of standard quantile regressions, following Machado and Santos-Silva 

(2005)’s and Winkelmann (2006) proposals. Due to the discreteness of the visits 

variable, the count variable y should be transformed into a continuous random variable. 

The aforementioned proposals suggest constructing a new variable z that results from 

adding a uniform random variable u to the count one (z=y+u where u~uniform [0, 1)). 

Thus, u performs well under quantile regressions. Machado and Santos-Silva (2005) 

transform the quantile function in order to be linear in parameters and add α (α∈(0,1)) 

to impose a lower bound for the quantile function Qz(α/x) where x is the conditioning 

factor for the conditioned quantile function. 

 

αα γα xxQ zT ′=)/();(  (5)
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and 0<ζ<α. As Winkelmann (2005) indicates, this can be done since quantiles are 

invariant both to monotonic transformations and to censoring from below up to the 

quantile of interest. Winkelmann states that censoring is required whenever y=0 and the 

added uniform random variable is smaller than α. At this point, the empirical approach 

should consider that author’s considerations about the choice of the α term. Since we 

used quantile regressions for the number of counts we should consider the existing 

number of zeros. This is particularly relevant for the determination of the added value 

(we have proved 0.15, 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75). Due to the higher proportion of zeros, 0.75 

is the better option for a good interpretation of the estimation results. Our estimations 

differentiate the cases with or without duplicate coverage. By doing so, we (i) avoid the 

endogeneity problem, and (ii) examine separately those individuals that are most likely 

to be affected by public policies since they use only public health services. Since 

quantile regressions need at least one continuous regressor it is compulsory to use vDJ 

predictions for the degree of the health status for the respondents. 
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INSERT TABLE 5 HERE 

 

Table 5 shows the results for the quantile estimations using bootstrap re-sampling, and 

hence correcting for heteroskedasticity. It is found that when individuals do not enjoy 

duplicate coverage, the size of the effect of poor health status, and household size 

increases with α. The magnitude of effects increases with the number of visits. That is, 

poor health and household sizes are important determinants of the number of times one 

uses health services. However, when considering duplicate coverage case, the greater 

the number of visits the lower effect of need as explanatory variable. Women who are 

pregnant, and enjoy duplicate coverage make a greater use of services, or similarly, their 

gynaecologists insist in doing a higher number of medical tests. Likewise, those who 

frequently use private services and are satisfied with that, make a greater use of health 

services. 

 

 

4. Conclusions 

 

In this paper we have looked into the determinants of health in Catalonia and the factors 

associated to the use of health services. We confirm the importance of lifestyles, age, 

gender and socioeconomic differences in explaining differential health status as 

measured by self-reported health and RADs. Further, we highlight the role played by 

labour characteristics such as job satisfaction, employment, firing risk, non-activity of 

the breadwinner and the presence or absence of potential accidents in the workplace. 

 

Duplicate coverage and need are the main explanatory factors of the use of health 

services. In addition some key components of utilization should be mentioned. Pregnant 

women, people who are precautionary (regular check-ups), people who often consult 

their pharmacists, individuals who are satisfied with their coverage and individuals 

living in medium-sized and large household units tend to use health services more often. 

As regards geographical location, only the Lleida health region presented less utilization 

probably as a consequence of lower density of population and presumably longer 

distances to the health centre. The count of visits point to individuals in two additional 

health regions (Centre and N-Bcn/Maresme) using health services less often. In these 
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two cases one could argue it is consequence of commuting. Finally, employers use the 

services less than employees. The use of quantiles for counts allows us to explore in 

greater detail the role of duplicate coverage and degrees of use. Our findings point to the 

importance of both variables in explaining utilization, in addition to need. 

 

These findings are of interest to policy-makers in many ways. First, they point to some 

avoidable inequalities in health that should be addressed with the implementation of 

adequate policies. The promotion of healthy lifestyles, improvement of labour and 

working conditions, and educational attainment levels should be considered as prioritary 

policies. Second, the patterns observed in the use of health services, that is, which 

population groups are in greatest need of health facilities and use them the most, are 

bound to be of assistance in heath services planning. Policies aiming at improving the 

utilization of health services may be willing to address geographical particularities (i.e. 

density) and population commuting time that is people working and living in a different 

location. 
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Table 1 Summary statistics for health and instrumental variables 
Variable Description Mean Stdv. Min Max 

Health status 

Health status (last) 

RADd 

RAD_n 

Disability 

Hospitalized 

HRg (1-8) 

Immigrated 

Gender 

Age 

Age square 

Labour activity 

Retirement 

Unemployment 

Sickness leave 

Labour dissatisfaction 

Never worked 

No firing risk 

Emphasis on labour 

Non-activity HF 

Potential accident 

Education 

Educ1 

Educ2 

Educ3 

Educ4 

Life styles 

Vaccine 

Drinking 

No physical activity 

No smoking 

Sleeping 

Mineral water drinkers 

Diet 

Self-reported health 5 degrees 

Self-reported health 3 degrees 

Restriction activity day in main occup. = 1 

Number of days with restriction in activity 

Presence of disability = 1 

Hospitalized before 12 months = 1 

8 Health regions / dummy variables 

Immigrants coming from Spain = 1 

Female = 1 

Age/100 

(Age/100)*(Age/100) 

 

Retired = 1 

Unemployed = 1 

Long/Short term sickness = 1 

Dissatisfied with their job = 1 

Never in labour market = 1 

Civil servant or full-term contract = 1 

Working more than 40 hours a week = 1 

Head of the family unemployed = 1 

Self reported feeling, presence = 1 

 

No degree and Primary = 1 

Lower secondary and vocational = 1 

General and vocational upper secondary = 1 

University lower and higher degree = 1 

 

Vaccinated = 1 

Hard-drinking = 1 

No light physical activity = 1 

Do not smoke = 1 

Sleeping more than 6 hours = 1 

Do not drink running water = 1 

Being on a diet = 1 

3.173 

2.112 

0.214 

0.424 

0.121 

0.090 

 

0.232 

0.513 

0.399 

0.209 

 

0.134 

0.050 

0.026 

0.036 

0.300 

0.245 

0.124 

0.309 

0.187 

 

0.267 

0.422 

0.211 

0.100 

 

0.171 

0.224 

0.467 

0.515 

0.800 

0.136 

0.138 

0.973 

0.727 

0.410 

1.778 

0.326 

0.287 

 

0.422 

0.500 

0.223 

0.194 

 

0.341 

0.217 

0.161 

0.186 

0.458 

0.430 

0.329 

0.462 

0.390 

 

0.355 

0.494 

0.408 

0.300 

 

0.377 

0.417 

0.499 

0.500 

0.400 

0.343 

0.345 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

 

0 

0 

0 

0 

 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

5 

3 

1 

15 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

 

1 

1 

1 

1 

 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
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Table 2 Summary statistics for visits and description of explanatory and 

instrumental variables. 
Variable Description Mean Stdv. Min Max 

Visit 

Visit_n 

Duplicate coverage 

Pregnancy 

No self-medicated 

Advice from local chemist 

HRg (1-8) 

Head family- education 

Educ1-HF 

Educ2- HF 

Educ3- HF 

Educ4- HF 

Cat1 

Cat2 

Cat3 

‘Jornada partida’ 

Precautionary 

Family conditions 

Alone 

Housing members 2/3 

Housing members >3 

Fully equipped houses 

Satisfaction with coverage 

Visit 15 days before interview 

Number of visits 15 days before 

Present of duplicate coverage = 1 

Being pregnant = 1 

People who do not self-medicate = 1 

Advice form local chemist = 1 

8 Health regions / dummy variables 

 

No degree and Primary = 1 

Lower secondary and vocational = 1 

General and vocational upper secondary = 1 

University lower and higher degree = 1 

Wage-Earners = 1 

Employer = 1 

Self-Employed = 1 

2/3 hour lunch followed by a late finish = 1 

Periodic check-up = 1 

 

Living alone (1 housing member) = 1 

Number of housing members into [2,3] = 1 

Number of housing members >3 = 1 

Fully equipped houses (>6 items)= 1 

Dissatisfied with their health coverage = 1 

0.187 

0.282 

0.237 

0.006 

0.784 

0.800 

 

 

0.181 

0.475 

0.222 

0.122 

0.550 

0.016 

0.108 

0.228 

0.361 

 

0.053 

0.456 

0.491 

0.460 

0.585 

0.390 

0.893 

0.425 

0.076 

0.412 

0.271 

 

 

0.371 

0.499 

0.416 

0.327 

0.498 

0.127 

0.311 

0.419 

0.480 

 

0.223 

0.498 

0.500 

0.498 

0.493 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

15 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
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Table 3 The determinants of health in Catalonia: multinomial logit 
(ML), logit regression (lgr) 

Health status HS – ML-1 HS –ML-2 RADd – lgr 

Disability 

Hospitalized 

HRg1 (Lleida) 

HRg2 (Tarragona) 

HRg3 (Tortosa) 

HRg4 (Girona) 

HRg5 (Costa de Ponent) 

HRg6 (N-Bcn/Maresme) 

HRg7 (Centre) 

Immigrated 

Gender 

Age 

Age square 

Retirement 

Unemployment 

Sickness leave 

Labour dissatisfaction 

Never worked 

No firing risk 

Emphasis on labour 

Non-activity HF 

Potential accident 

Educ2 

Educ3 

Educ4 

Vaccine 

Drinking 

No physical activity 

No smoking 

Sleeping 

Mineral water drinkers 

Diet 

Constant term 

1.195 (7.72) 

1.030 (6.58) 

0.127 (0.81) 

-0.314 (-1.99) 

-0.351 (-2.1) 

0.043 (0.28) 

0.226 (1.53) 

0.335 (2.21) 

0.226 (1.56) 

0.252 (2.44) 

0.556 (5.84) 

9.747 (8.15) 

-4.679 (-3.36) 

-0.180 (-0.91) 

0.583 (3.03) 

1.558 (5.08) 

1.369 (6.45) 

0.149 (1.1) 

-0.279 (-2.39) 

-0.295 (-2.08) 

0.395 (3.4) 

0.829 (7.7) 

-0.097 (-0.86) 

-0.701 (-4.87) 

-1.424 (-7.33) 

0.347 (2.84) 

-0.320 (-3.09) 

0.435 (4.97) 

-0.480 (-5.2) 

-0.774 (-7.41) 

-0.155 (-1.28) 

1.060 (8.7) 

-3.717 (-12.25) 

0.411 (2.97) 

0.562 (4.3) 

0.205 (1.88) 

-0.134 (-1.27) 

-0.271 (-2.36) 

0.177 (1.68) 

0.023 (0.22) 

0.255 (2.39) 

0.112 (1.1) 

0.060 (0.72) 

0.225 (3.64) 

5.184 (5.74) 

-2.470 (-2.16) 

-0.218 (-1.26) 

0.234 (1.61) 

-0.064 (-0.21) 

0.615 (3.51) 

-0.007 (-0.08) 

-0.015 (-0.2) 

0.020 (0.22) 

0.093 (1.1) 

0.291 (3.43) 

0.177 (1.95) 

-0.016 (-0.15) 

-0.267 (-2.17) 

0.142 (1.37) 

-0.173 (-2.37) 

0.108 (1.74) 

-0.281 (-4.59) 

-0.187 (-2.14) 

-0.151 (-1.89) 

0.287 (2.66) 

-1.095 (-5.57) 

0.721 (6.91) 

0.749 (7.29) 

-0.377 (-2.58) 

-0.210 (-1.55) 

-0.113 (-0.82) 

-0.204 (-1.53) 

-0.109 (-0.88) 

-0.069 (-0.54) 

-0.185 (-1.48) 

0.046 (0.5) 

0.442 (5.51) 

-3.986 (-4.44) 

3.750 (3.68) 

-0.496 (-2.98) 

-0.068 (-0.41) 

1.233 (6.55) 

0.479 (2.81) 

0.003 (0.02) 

-0.167 (-1.64) 

-0.282 (-2.23) 

-0.071 (-0.71) 

0.363 (3.87) 

0.182 (1.9) 

0.156 (1.3) 

-0.013 (-0.08) 

0.019 (0.17) 

-0.020 (-0.22) 

0.283 (3.61) 

-0.190 (-2.37) 

-0.248 (-2.82) 

0.186 (1.9) 

0.474 (4.83) 

-1.438 (-6.29) 

N 
Wald χ2 

Pseudo R2 
Log pseudo-likelihood 

7,770 
2,123.01 (0.00) 

0.203 
-6,516.516 

7,773 
406.99 (0.000) 

0.0725 
-2,873.522 

Note: The third category has been used as the category basis for the multinomial logit regression. 
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Table 4 The determinants of utilization and number of visits: IV probit and P-

FIML estimations 

Visits 
Visit = 1 

WSS - IVp 

Visit = 1 

vDJ - IVp 

Visits_n 

WSS - P-FIML 

Visits_n 

vDJ - P-FIML 

Duplicate coverage 

Poor health status predictions 

Satisfaction with coverage 

Pregnancy 

No self-medicated 

Advice from local chemist 

HRg1 (Lleida) 

HRg2 (Tarragona) 

HRg3 (Tortosa) 

HRg4 (Girona) 

HRg5 (Costa de Ponent) 

HRg6 (N-Bcn/Maresme) 

HRg7 (Centre) 

Cat2 

Cat3 

Jornada partida 

Precautionary 

Housing members 2/3 

Housing members >3 

Constant term 

0.305 (1.65) 

0.360 (8.19) 

0.056 (1.44) 

0.590 (3) 

0.037 (0.89) 

0.329 (5.59) 

-0.435 (-5.66) 

-0.086 (-1.15) 

0.075 (0.95) 

-0.080 (-1.12) 

0.094 (1.43) 

-0.087 (-1.23) 

-0.035 (-0.48) 

-0.218 (-1.48) 

-0.068 (-1.12) 

-0.157 (-3.45) 

0.084 (2.17) 

0.109 (1.39) 

0.118 (1.48) 

-1.234 (-11.31) 

0.512 (2.65) 

1.262 (10) 

0.016 (0.4) 

0.538 (2.71) 

0.038 (0.91) 

0.305 (5.11) 

-0.421 (-5.44) 

-0.029 (-0.38) 

0.128 (1.58) 

-0.051 (-0.71) 

0.096 (1.44) 

-0.077 (-1.08) 

-0.016 (-0.22) 

-0.285 (-1.92) 

-0.119 (-1.92) 

-0.167 (-3.66) 

0.040 (1.01) 

0.144 (1.83) 

0.186 (2.3) 

-1.608 (-12.7) 

0.307 (1.68) 

0.724 (10.77) 

0.056 (0.86) 

1.205 (3.79) 

0.083 (1.15) 

0.548 (5.72) 

-0.594 (-4.5) 

-0.190 (-1.69) 

-0.094 (-0.81) 

-0.208 (-1.88) 

0.041 (0.4) 

-0.227 (-2.12) 

-0.198 (-1.84) 

-0.436 (-1.57) 

0.011 (0.11) 

-0.231 (-2.87) 

0.203 (3.24) 

0.304 (2.44) 

0.275 (2.12) 

-2.812 (-16.93) 

0.748 (4.61) 

2.488 (13.48) 

-0.019 (-0.29) 

1.113 (3.79) 

0.070 (0.98) 

0.521 (5.1) 

-0.638 (-4.99) 

-0.156 (-1.4) 

-0.019 (-0.16) 

-0.229 (-1.98) 

-0.037 (-0.35) 

-0.260 (-2.34) 

-0.217 (-2.05) 

-0.499 (-1.83) 

-0.048 (-0.49) 

-0.201 (-2.61) 

0.132 (2.11) 

0.401 (3.11) 

0.437 (3.19) 

-3.484 (-19.31) 

N 

χ2 

Pseudo R2 

7,529 

259.10 (0.000) 

0.0354 

7,529 

298.92 (0.000) 

0.0409 

7,482 

285.02 (0.000) 

7,482 

285.02 (0.000) 
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Table 5 The determinants of the number of visits: quantiles for counts 
 Without duplicate coverage With duplicate coverage 
 Q85 Q90 Q95 Q85 Q90 Q95 
Poor health status predictions 

Satisfaction with coverage 

Pregnancy 

No self-medicated 

Advice from local chemist 

HRg1 (Lleida) 

HRg2 (Tarragona) 

HRg3 (Tortosa) 

HRg4 (Girona) 

HRg5 (Costa de Ponent) 

HRg6 (N-Bcn/Maresme) 

HRg7 (Centre) 

Cat2 

Cat3 

Jornada partida 

Precautionary 

Housing members 2/3 

Housing members >3 

Constant term 

0.423 (20.43) 

0.004 (0.63) 

0.369 (8.92) 

0.007 (0.95) 

0.181 (15.7) 

-0.028 (-2.24) 

-0.003 (-0.22) 

0.033 (2.7) 

-0.016 (-1.31) 

0.034 (2.87) 

-0.028 (-2.38) 

-0.024 (-2.11) 

-0.036 (-1.37) 

-0.001 (-0.11) 

-0.031 (-3.99) 

0.038 (5.93) 

0.046 (3.39) 

0.039 (2.77) 

-0.470 (-25.72) 

0.719 (7.91) 

-0.009 (-0.31) 

0.454 (2.79) 

0.009 (0.28) 

0.160 (3.09) 

-0.089 (-1.6) 

0.023 (0.42) 

0.051 (0.93) 

0.006 (0.11) 

0.079 (1.51) 

-0.057 (-1.09) 

-0.051 (-1.03) 

-0.106 (-0.88) 

-0.016 (-0.33) 

-0.044 (-1.3) 

0.031 (1.08) 

0.095 (1.61) 

0.104 (1.71) 

-0.472 (-6.01) 

0.770 (7.75) 

-0.058 (-1.92) 

0.271 (1.62) 

0.018 (0.53) 

0.234 (4.36) 

-0.130 (-2.23) 

0.004 (0.08) 

0.016 (0.28) 

-0.004 (-0.07) 

0.035 (0.66) 

-0.080 (-1.45) 

-0.016 (-0.32) 

-0.155 (-1.35) 

-0.055 (-1.15) 

-0.025 (-0.7) 

0.008 (0.29) 

0.151 (2.46) 

0.173 (2.7) 

-0.288 (-3.64) 

0.580 (9.79) 

-0.003 (-0.18) 

0.410 (5.64) 

0.003 (0.16) 

0.178 (6.54) 

-0.079 (-2.91) 

-0.060 (-2.1) 

-0.042 (-1.29) 

-0.069 (-2.48) 

-0.053 (-2.02) 

-0.084 (-3.07) 

-0.076 (-2.72) 

-0.064 (-1.39) 

0.021 (0.94) 

-0.041 (-2.38) 

0.033 (2.02) 

0.050 (1.27) 

0.060 (1.49) 

-0.442 (-9.31) 

0.442 (2.81) 

0.084 (1.82) 

0.435 (2.49) 

-0.024 (-0.47) 

0.178 (2.53) 

-0.198 (-2.74) 

-0.143 (-1.83) 

-0.185 (-2.1) 

-0.114 (-1.56) 

-0.038 (-0.55) 

-0.042 (-0.57) 

-0.180 (-2.4) 

-0.090 (-0.81) 

0.074 (1.24) 

-0.093 (-2) 

0.055 (1.28) 

0.110 (1.04) 

0.165 (1.52) 

-0.326 (-2.57) 

0.391 (2.31) 

0.123 (2.36) 

0.539 (8.28) 

-0.011 (-0.2) 

0.104 (1.24) 

-0.125 (-1.55) 

-0.014 (-0.16) 

-0.154 (-1.68) 

0.014 (0.17) 

-0.040 (-0.52) 

0.046 (0.54) 

-0.050 (-0.58) 

-0.072 (-0.59) 

0.082 (1.21) 

-0.044 (-0.83) 

-0.014 (-0.29) 

0.147 (1.3) 

0.165 (1.4) 

-0.224 (-1.68) 

N 

Pseudo R2 

5,832 

0.0524 

5,832 

0.0563 

5,832 

0.0675 

1,818 

0.0752 

1,818 

0.0603 

1,818 

0.0557 

 


